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Gambier, Ohio

12 Pages

Poli sci professor elected Village mayor
BY BRYAN STOKES II

Senior Staff Reporter

After weeks of campaigning in
Gambier's first contested mayoral
race in several years, Kenyon Professor of Political Science Kirk
Emmert has been elected to a four-yeterm as mayor of Gambier.
Emmert, who will officially take
office in January 2004, received
132 out of 261 votes cast in
Tuesday's election.
"I guess towards the end I was
thinking and hoping and expecting
to win, but I didn't think I'd win a
majority," said Emmert.
Emmert learned of his election
at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, after receiving a phone call from Village
Administrator Jim Lenthe.
Emmert will replace Mayor
Michael Schlemmer, who is retir- -

Results in brief
Mayor: Emmert wins; Ralston second
Trustee: McLarnan beats Samuell
Issue 1: County, state reject tech

ar

ing with two years left in his term.
Schlemmer first took office in 200 1 ,
following the abrupt resignation of
Jennifer Farmer as mayor.
Emmert, appointed to Village
Council following the resignation of

Assistant Professor of Art Read
Baldwin and the chair of the Shade
Tree Commission, intends to step
down from both posts before taking
office.
"I don't know that it's required,
but I don't think I should remain
chair of the Shade Tree Commis

sion; we will need to find somebody
else for that," said Emmert. "I will
be on it as mayor, but I think I would
be better off being on it and having
somebody else chair it. I'll have to
talk to Village Council about that
and see what they want to do.
"I have another year on Council, and that seat will open up, and
the council will have to appoint
someone to that term," continued
Emmert. "I have no idea who that
will be; we'll have to see who's
interested."

Unionization effort put on hold
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

"We have never considered the
organizing drive as a 'vote of
in your position as our
new president of the College. In
fact, many are impressed with you
as a person and have high hopes
that you will continue to respond
to the issues raised."
The letter, which the committee gave to Nugent in person last
six goals
Thursday,
that had also been at the root of the
unionization effort job security,
respect, a fair grievance process,
improved wages and benefits, proharassment
tection from
and improved retirement benefits
no-confide-

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

An effort to unionize about
159 members of the Kenyon College staff has been put on hold in
order to allow President Georgia

Nugent more time to change the
College's workplace atmosphere,
according to a letter from a staff
committee to the president.
"Even though we met the legal requirement to petition for a
National Labor Relations Board
election, we have chosen not to
proceed at this time," reads the
letter, which is dated October 30.

re-emphasi-

nce'

zed

on-the-j-

ob

and health insurance.
"We expect to see these concerns addressed in a satisfactory
manner by the end of June '04,"
wrote the committee in the letter.
No individual names are
listed on the copy of the letter
received by the Collegian, which
is signed only "Union Organizing
Committee." The committee had
sought to organize the College's
staff, or everyone
considered staff who is not currently under union contract, with
the United Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers of America
see UNIONS, page three
"non-exemp-

With approximately seven
weeks before taking office, Emmert
hopes to utilize the time getting a
better sense of the issues that need
to be addressed.
"I need to prioritize the issues
that I'm interested in," said Emmert.
"What I want to do . . . over Thanksgiving break is to explore some of
the issues a little bit more than I
have. For instance, I want to talk to
President Nugent about the issues
connected to the College. I want to
talk to the township trustees about
some things there. I want to explore
a little bit the water question. ...
We're going to be talking to American Electric Power at some time
between now and January.
"I want to get some ideas of
what we can do on some of these
issues quickly," he continued. "I
think the water issue is very impor

tant, and we're going to have to face
the budget problem there in January. There are other long range
issues. I want to talk to the school
board to discuss keeping a school
here in Gambier."
Water, an issue in Gambier for
several years, is a pressing matter
for Emmert. As a result of leakage

throughout Gambier's pipe system,
as well as resistance to a Village rate
increase, the Village has been losing
money by subsidizing their customers' water bills.
"I think the water issue is urgent, because we do have to pay for
our water out of the rates," said
Emmert. We've been told that and
we're reluctant to do that because it
probably means an increase in
rates, but we're going to have to
face that problem. That means
see EMMERT page four
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Controversial speaker rescheduled
BY JAMES LEWIS

AND AMY BERGEN
Collegian Staff

"I have been banned from the
campus of a U.S. college on the
strength of my opinions," wrote
National Review columnist John
Derbyshire in an online column
that ran October 30.
Derbyshire, also an author
and mathematician, was scheduled to give a lecture at Kenyon

entitled

"Prime

Obsession:

Bernhard Riemann and the Greatest Unsolved Problem in Mathematics." He did not come to
speak as planned on October 22.
Coordinator of Faculty Lectureships Susan Spaid sent an
on October 20, saying
the lecture would be postponed
all-camp- us

e-m- ail

"due to schedule conflicts." Spaid
recently told the Collegian that
Derbyshire has not been banned
from campus, but that his talk has
been rescheduled for the spring
semester.
However, Derbyshire told the
Collegian that Kenyon was the
college to which he was referring
in his online column.
"The college in question,"
Derbyshire wrote in his column,
"though perfectly respectable, is
not very big or important, but I am
flattered nonetheless."
Derbyshire did not name the
college in his column, only saying
that his book "about the history of
a great unsolved mathematical
problem" had garnered attention
from college math teachers, and
that a friend at a Midwestern

school set up a tour for him of
other nearby schools. The school
in question, he said, was "a quite
liberal arts school."
Derbyshire has previously
written in disagreement with the
Episcopal Church's consecration
of a gay bishop. In a June 25
Review column, he wrote,
"Not only are homosexuals attracted to the caring professions,
they are usually good at them. ...
At the boy's school I attended, the
repressed pederasts were far and
away the best teachers. (Please
arguing that
don't send me
pederasty has nothing whatever to
do with homosexuality. I don't
believe it.)."
Derbyshire wrote in his October column that he heard indi-se- e
DERBYSHIRE page two
well-respect-

ed

Na-tion- al

e-m-

Kevin Guckes

Professor of Drama Harlene Marley addresses those convened at the
Founders' Day ceremony last Thursday. She discussed the changes
Kenyon and its students have seen since the College's founding.

ails

Tonight: Partly cloudy. High:
58F, Low 29F.
Friday: Mostly sunny, cold at
night. High: 49F, low: 18F.

Saturday: Mostly

sunny. High:

44F, low: 27F.
Sunday: A few showers. High:
45F, low: 37F.
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Unions: Staff gives Nugent
may still give lecture time to respond to concerns

Derbyshire: Speaker

to something like this: 'Mr.

honestly can't remember which
came up first."
He told the Collegian that, "I
should be quite happy to come and
talk about my book, though to make
it worthwhile, some multi-colleschedule might be necessary."
Both Spaid and Associate

Derbyshire should not come to our

of Mathematics

campus because his presence
might cause a disturbance.'"

Holdener said Derbyshire will come
to campus at a later date. Holdener
wrote, "John Derbyshire postponed
his talk due to a conflict in his schedule. We are working with John to
reschedule next semester."
"At his request, due to schedule

CONTINUED from

Page One

rectly that this piece and others
caused an unidentified female political science professor to protest
his presence on campus. Later in
the column, he wrote that the professor "seems to have backed off

In the beginning of his article,
Derbyshire wrote, "The outcome
of this issue is not altogether
clear."
In an
sent to the Collegian Friday afternoon, Derbyshire
said, "Yes, the college in the column is Kenyon.
e-m- ail

'The matter does not yet seem to
have reached a conclusion," he told
the Collegian, "and everything I have
heard is via hearsay... As best I can
judge, this is just one rogue academic
making trouble. It is not even clear that
one professor can, all by herself, keep
me off the campus."
In an
sent to the newse-m- ail

paper later that day, Derbyshire
wrote, "There was (a) the issue of
the poli sci professor, and (b) an
unrelated scheduling issue, and I

ge

Pro-fess- or

ludy

conflicts, the Committee agreed to reschedule sometime in late January or
early February," Spaid told the Collegian. According to Spaid, it was the
view of the committee that, "We invited him to give a math talk about
number theory, not a discussion of his
views on homosexuality, and academic freedom should prevail. We invited him to give a math talk, so that
his political views have little bearing
on the subject that we've invited him
to address."
No announcement has yet been

made

about

a new date

for

Derbyshire's talk.

CONTINUED from

Page One

union, or UE. At Kenyon, three
groups of staff are currently under

union contracts

maintenance

custodial and grounds employees
belong to the International Asso-

ciation of "Machinists

and

Aerospace Workers, maintenance
trades workers are organized with
UE and Aramark employees work
under a union contract with
Aramark.
English Department Administrative Assistant Barb Dupee, a
member of the organizing committee, said current relations between
staff and administration represent
"a wait and see situation" in terms of
any future unionization efforts a
phrase that was echoed by other
members of the organizing committee, some of whom requested
anonymity.
"President Nugent told us face

An organizing committee of the Kenyon College staff set
forth six concerns in its letter to President Nugent. These are
similar to the original reasons for seeking union status, and are:
Job security and elimination of 'at will' status

Respect and open communication
Fair grievance process
Improved wages, benefits and working conditions
Protection from
harrassment
Improved retirement benefits, health insurance
on-the-j-

ob

Nugent said she is heartened by
the meeting and the decision not to
unionize, and she believes the
committee's concerns can be addressed.
"I was really quite pleased by
the meeting that this
organizing group requested with me
last week," she told the Collegian.
"It was a very positive and, indeed,
warm meeting.
self-identifi-

ed

Due to space limitations in this week 's Collegian, a second part of this article will appear in next week 's issue. In
that, the six concerns raised by the organizing committee in
the letter to President Georgia Nugent will be examined.

Likewise, Administrative

As-

sistant for JPHS and Political Science
Jalene Fox, who is head of the
College' s Staff Council, was pleased
with the decision against unionization. While Staff Council remained
impartial in the unionization process, Fox was personally opposed to
the effort
"I was pleased to hear that the
group for unionization had decided
not to proceed with their efforts at this
time," Fox said. "My hope would be
that everyone will participate throughout this coming year so we can all take
ownership in the progress being made,
and will find it unnecessary to bring
unionizationefforts up again nextyear."
In an
to staff shortly
after the Thursday meeting, Nugent
expressed a similar desire. "Let us
all put the past behind us and collaborate in constructing together a
better future," she wrote. "Many
people have devoted a great deal of
energy in recent weeks to issues
around the organization effort May
we redirect that energy now to productive, shared efforts at making
Kenyon a better place to work."
One member of the organizing
committee said that the union proponents had never sought conflict with
the College.
"The main point that I think got
lost was that we, who were talking
about unionizing, were not 'against'
Kenyon, as so many people enjoyed
promoting," said the staffer. "We were
trying to make it possible, as a group,
to make improvements in many areas
which would only make Kenyon a
e-m- ail

October 30 - November 4, 2003
30, 2:14 ajn. - Intoxicated underage student at Mather Residence.
Student was taken to the hospital.
Oct 30, 11:35 a.m. - Medical Call
regarding student passing out at
Gund Commons. Student was transported to the Health and Counseling
Center.
Oct 31, 10:29 p.m. - Underage pos-

Oct

session of alcohol at McBride
Residence.
Oct 31, 5:54 ajn. - Suspicious intoxicated non student at Fair Hall.
Knox County Sheriff s Office was
notified and arranged transportation
to remove person from campus.
y
veOct 31, 2:27 p.m. hicle accident at Chapel Circle.
Nov. 1, 12:59 a.m. - Underage conNon-injur-

sumption of alcohol at Caples
Residence.
Nov. 1, 3:02 a.m. - Vandalism to
picnic table in Freshman Quad.
Nov. 1,3:12 a.m. - Underage possessionconsumption on Gaskin Avenue.

Nov. 1, 10:15 a.m. - Vandalism to
awning belonging to Weather Vane.
Nov. 1,11:27 p jn. - Fire alarm at Olin
Librar alarm malfunctioning. Maintenance was notified.
Nov. 2, 1:10 a.m. - Chemical fire
extinguisher discharged at Leonard
Hall.
Nov. 2, 2:4 1 a.m. - Intoxicated underage student at Gund Hall.
Nov. 2, 2:54 a.m. - Medical call regarding ill student at Bexley Place.
College physician was contacted.
Nov. 2, 3: 15 p.m. - Student receiving
harassing phone calls at McBride
Residence.
Nov. 3, 11:10 a.m. - Suspicious per
son in front of Kenyon College
Bookstore and on South Campus.
Person was asked to leave campus.
Nov. 4, 2:39 p.m. - Suspicious persons at College Park. Persons were
identified and advised to let Security
and Safety Office know when they
will be in that area.

to face that our issues would be
addressed, some issues sooner than
others," said one member of the

committee, who asked to remain
anonymous due to what the staffer
considered continuing tensions over
the unionization effort "We are in a
'wait and see' holding pattern. We
are hopeful that things will change
for the positive."
"I hope President Nugent responds to the issues in our letter to
her," said Technical Operator for
Printing and Mail Services and committee member Mary Ridgway.
"They are important to a great many
of Kenyon staff. If she doesn't respond and address these issues and
n
staff will be
concerns, the
back next year. ... It's sad that it
took a union organizing effort of
staff members to get the Kenyon
administration to pay any attention
to us."
pro-unio-

OXFORD

"As you know, in a written
document, this group indicated to
me that they have 'chosen not to
proceed at this time' with a unionization effort," Nugent continued.
'To me, this means that this group
has aligned with what I know to be
the view of many other employees,
saying, in effect, 'Give the new president a chance.' For me, this is great,
because I do in fact believe we can
introduce substantia positive change
that will address staff members'
concerns. ... While I am not sure
that all the issues being raised by
staff members can be effectively
resolved by the end of this academic
year, I am confident that many of
them can be and that the remaining ones are simply more complex
and will require more
than we may be able to
accomplish by the end of this academic year."

gfore-nc-

data-gatheri- ng

better place."
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On October 23, the Collegian incorrectly identified Emily Balf '05
of the newly dedicated Unity House. While Balf does live

as
n
Shuart '04
'05 and
in the space, Tom Schlesinger-Guidel- li
from this error.
resulting
The editors regret any confusion
are
co-mana- ger

Kate-Robi-

co-manag-

ers.

Experience Jesus ... Just as You Are
Mulberry Street United
Methodist Church
inviles you to experience Christ:
Sundays for Worship:
9 a.m. Contemporary Worship
10 a.m. College & Career Class
Thursdays:
Young Adull Fellowship 7:30 p.m.
Location:
205 N. Mulberry St.
(next to the Public Library)
Contact: Eli Dorman
393-257- 6

news news news news
it never stops

Sarah Lawrence College at
Oxford offers students the
unparalleled opportunity
to work individually with
Oxford scholars in private
tutorials, the hallmark
of an Oxford cduc.it inn.
The SLC Oxford program
is a full ye.ir

visiting
student program through
W.tdham Collide of Oxford.

Open io qualified
undergraduates.

.

The Sarah Lawrence College
in Florence located in

The SarthLauTcnce College
in Paris provides individually

pala::o in die
heart of this Renaissance city,
offers students the opportunity
ro explore Florence, its people
and culture through study in
the Arts and I lumaniue and
by sharing in the lives of
Florentine families.

crafted programs of Study
with total immersion in the
academic, artistic and stxrial
life of Paris.

15th-centur-

y

Open to students with two or
more "years of college French.

Open ro students who arc
new to the language or
spoilt Italian.

o

i

A classical conservatory training
program with a faculty comprised
of Briratn's most distinguished
actors and directors We otTcr
Masters Classes, private tutorials
with faculty, weekly trips ro
London stage paxluctions, participation in staged productions and
choice of semester or full year
programs. The program is offered
in cooperation with the British
American Drama At"ulemy.

Ojxn to eUleffr. juniors and

u-'i- o

seniors in txx! flf&iernic

get in on the action

Information: Office of International Programs, i Mead Way, Bronxvilte, NY 10708-599sicawaysarahIawronce.edu
or visit us at WWW.SarahlaWTCnce.educplO.
9

800)

873-475-

2,

Financial Aid
e-m-

ail

bergena

standing.

is available for all programs

the Sarah Lawrence difference

discover

it for

yourself
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Employees have choice to opt out in new LBIS plan

ails

e-m- ail

On Monday, November 3,

brary and Information

Li-

Services

implemented changes to the faculty
lists that were approved by senior
staff. The allemp list, which prior to
Monday included all employees of the
e-m- ail

Rowatt makes history as first
HELMER
Executive Sports Editor
This past weekend, Ashley

Rowatt '03 was named the
NCAA Woman of the Year by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).
Rowatt is the first Division
III athlete to be named Woman
of the Year in the 13 year history of the award. The award was

winner in Indianpolis last weekend.
"People were comparing it
to the Heisman" she said, referencing the top individual honor
for a college football player, "because that is such a prestigious

award. ..and there aren't that
many for women." She was most
proud of the award because "it
rewarded consistency... not just
over one race, but over time."

been able to strive for what I did. '
Ashley Rowatt '03,
on effect of Kenyon
student-athlete-

Of the may firsts that

s

in all Divisions and all
sports. Rowatt was originally
one of 350 candidates nominated
by their school's Sports Information Director (SID). Kenyon's
SID Marty, Fuller nominated
Rowatt, who was then chosen as
the Ohio representative for the
award, and was eventually one
of 10 finalists.
Rowatt was announced as the

TTIie

e-m- ail

-

Rowatt accomplished in winning
the award, two stood out in her
mind first as a Kenyon Lady,
and secondly as a Division III
athlete. "Kenyon swimmers have
won so many great awards," she
said, pleased to add to the swimmers' trophy case. Rowatt also

derived much pride from her
achievements as a

She liked being a Dili athlete "because Dili offered me the
opportunity to be both a student
and an athlete." She referred to

the "Dili mission statement
which says that you are a student first."
While at Kenyon, Rowatt was
both an exceptional student and an
exceptional athlete. As a swimmer, Rowatt helped the Ladies to
three national titles in four years,
as well as being named an All
American 13 times individually or
as part of a relay. She was named
2003's "Verizon Academic
of the Year."
Rowatt also graduated from
Kenyon summa cum laude, as a
molecular biology major with a
3.96 GPA. She earned a plethora
of academic awards, most notably,
the Robert Bowen Brown Jr. prize
for biology research. She credited
many at Kenyon for supporting
Ail-Americ-

"If it hadn't been for my
workout partners and my classmates," she said, "I would never
have been able to strive for what
I did."
Rowatt is currently in her
first year at Vanderbilt Univer-

Cne Stop Party Slien!
ply
Mt Vernon

305 South Gay Street
740-397-53-

Limousine Service

85

Tuxedo Rental

Wedding

Center

Balloon Deliveries and Decor
Party Supplies For

All

an

her.

sity Medical School.
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Woman of the Year

D-I- II

'If it hadn 't been for my workout partners
and my classmates, I would never have

open to all female

While changes were made to the
allemp list, no such changes were made
to the faculty
list On the discussion board, Griggs justified thisdecision
to leave the list intact, saying, '1 think
that we have to respect the academic
freedom necessary to scholarship and

finish

First-plac- e

BY JAY

e-m- ails

benefit."

teaching a freedom that goes a bit
further than ordinary freedom of expression. So any limitation of faculty' s
ability to communicate freely with
each other must be avoided." When
asked about the principle of academic
freedom in regard to the allstu, Griggs
stated, "There are lots of interesting
issues, and students have a lot of interesting things to say about them ...
those messages get lost in the endless
announcements of this event and that
event, this lost and found, or this ride or
this everything else." He went on to
say, "my guess is that students probably would benefit if they had a way to
discuss to real issues and to keep what
I think of as 'community bulletin board
items' in a separate forum."

Occasions
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one person who can help out"
Griggs pointed to the proliferation of adds that advertised lost and
found items, rides and things for sale as
an example for the needed change. At
the same time, Griggs indicated that,
"no matter how frustrated we can get
by this barrage, those 'community bulletin board' messages do have value
and serve a larger purpose of helping
Kenyon function as a community as
well as a business." Griggs pointed to
an archive of allemp messages which
is published weekly online as a way for
employees to keep track of
which are being sent to the allemp list,

e-m- ails

1

e-m- ail

without being burdened with
sent to the allemp list.
While these changes do not affect
any lists that students belong to themselves, it may affect any future changes
made to the allstu. Griggs said the
changes were made, "with the idea
that our experience on allemp and
employee-inf- o
would be documented
and made available to the Senate subcommittee reviewing allstu for their

.

With newly implemented
syschanges to Kenyon's
tem faculty members will no longer
which adhave to receive
vertise "lost cats, used cars for
sale, or rides needed," as Ron
Griggs, director of Information Services, put it in a
to Kenyon
announcand
students
employees
ing the changes.

a day ... we have multiple people who
can do it, there's usually a primary
moderator, and then there's more than

:

Managing Editor

College, is now optional. Since then,
almost fifty employees have chosen to
opt out of this list A new list, employee-info,
has been created, and all
employees of the college belong to this
list However, this list may only be
used for official college business.
The employee-inf- o
list will be
moderated by current employees of
LBIS, who will, "have the option to
either discard a candidate message-essentia- lly
to throw it away or to
reject a candidate message," according to the guidelines published online
b LBIS. According to Griggs, "we
don't think this is going to be too much
of a time burden," for moderators.
Griggs said, "My estimate was that
normally it would take fifteen minutes

--

BY JAMES LEWIS

Professor of History Will Scott addresses the crowd at the dedication
the Lorin Andrews Marker on Tuesday, October 20.

"
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Markers honor
Kenyon's history
BY KELLY SMALLWOOD

Staff Reporter

This week marked the dedication of the last of three historical
markers that have been installed on
the Kenyon campus over the past
year. The formal dedication of the
Lorin Andrews marker took place
outside of Storer Hall on Tuesday,
October 20, while the dedication of
the Kenyon Review marker occurred
last Saturday. The first marker, dedicated in the spring of 2003, venerates Kenyon College as the oldest
private institution of higher learning in the state of Ohio. Each of
these markers, while commemorating some aspect of Kenyon history,
concurrently celebrates Ohio's rich
history as the state reaches its bicentennial year in 2003.
The historical marker for the
Kenyon Review, which can now be
seen near the Review offices by
Walton and Sunset Houses, honors
John Crowe Ransom for his work
in establishing the Kenyon Review
and making it "the most influential
and honored literary magazine in
America" not too long after its premier in 1939. The marker recognizes not only Ransom, but also accomplished Kenyon writers, such as
poet Robert Lowell, short story
writer Peter Taylor, and in later,
years, E.L. Doctorow and James
Wright.

The marker that now graces the

lawn immediately outside of Storer
Hall was dedicated in honor of
Kenyon's sixth president, Lorin
Andrews, who was the first man in
Ohio to volunteer for the Union Army
while the Civil War was brewing in
1861. Andrews, the first Kenyon
alumnus to preside over the College,
contracted typhoid fever while serving in the Army, and, after returning
to Gambier in September of 1 86 1 , died
"a martyr to the Union" at forty-tw- o
years of age.
Dedicated last spring, the marker
standing in front of the Kenyon Inn

commemorates Kenyon College,
founded in 1824, as Ohio's oldest private institution of higher learning.. The

marker makes note of Philander
Chase, Kenyon's founder, as well as
benefactors such as Lord Kenyon, after whom the College was named, and
famous graduates, including former
President Rutherford B. Hayes and
Edwin M. Stanton, who served as
Abraham Lincoln's Secretary of War.
Special Assistant to the President
Howard Sacks and Associate Vice
President for Communications Thomas P. Stump submitted proposals
(backed by extensive research) in order for these markers to be installed
on the Kenyon campus. Sacks said,

"The markers provide tangible
records of Kenyon's significant contributions to the character of our state
and die nation."
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Gambier Decides
Local Elections 2003

McLarnan

Election Returns
Gambier

Mount Vernon School Board

207 total votes

11,798 total votes

For mayor

Kirk Emmert:

132 votes, 51
84 votes, 32
45 votes, 17

Dan Ralston:
John Ryerson:

For Council (both unopposed):
Thomas Stamp: 189 votes, 91
18 votes, 9
Jamie Gump

Managing Editor

Margie Bennett:

303votes,28

Kim Goudy:

2,105 votes, 18
3,080 votes, 26
310 votes,28

Sam Laudeman:
K. Sherman:
State Issue 1
County votes:

1

2.045

In county:
Yes: 3,760 votes, 31
No: 8,285 votes, 69

College Township
For trustee:
Doug McLarnan: 229 votes, 67
106 votes, 33
James Samuell:
For clerk:
Susan Bowden:

BY JAMES LEWIS

282 votes, 100

Statewide:
Yes: 1,173,250, 49
No: 1,220,685,51
Yinners in bold.
- Write-i- n
candidate.

Douglas McLarnan was reelected by an overwhelming vote
as trustee of College Township in
Tuesday's elections.
McLarnan, who will be entering his fifth year as a College
Township trustee and previously
served three terms on Gambier
Village Council, received 229
votes, 67 percent of the votes cast.
His opponent, Kenyon security officer James Samuell, received 106
votes, 33 percent of the votes cast.
The Township includes the rural
land surrounding the College and
Gambier, and Gambier residents
are eligible to vote in the election.
McLarnan said that his first
priority upon reaching his new
term would be to find funding for
the College Township fire depart

re-elect-

trustee

ed

ment and make "sure that the financial base is there for the future."
Currently, the fire department is
primarily funded through property
taxes, which McLarnan says create a "pretty narrow base." The
fire department also makes money
by contracting its services to Monroe Township and through grants,
which have totaled up to $ 00,000.
In general, McLarnan seems
to approve of the direction in which
the fire department is headed. He
said that the "department's run1

ning very well right now...
Everyone's come together."
McClarnan also indicated that
the department might be headed
e
towards the direction of hiring
firefighters. McLarnan said
that the "first step was hiring a
e
chief."
He also indicated that two
Kenyon students worked for the
part-tim-

full-tim-

fire department over the summer,
planning the logistics of such a
conversion.
One other issue that
McLarnan addressed was the
Township's master plan, developed in conjunction with Gambier,
Kenyon College and neighboring
Monroe Township. He suggested
that it might be time for the Township to revisit and revise that plan.
McLarnan also said of his
work, "We have a lot more impact
sometimes, working in the wider
world of Knox County."
He cited his own work as chair
of the social improvement committee within Knox County, which
confronts several issues regarding
the county's infrastructure.
McLarnan also said that
much of his job will consist of
the "nuts and bolts of the day to
day."

Emmert: Water, pedestrian safety among top agenda items
CONTINUED from Page One
we need to take another rigorous
look at any leaks. I think we're
doing a good job of that, but we
need to make sure that we've got
those stopped.

Theri we need to

explore, over the next few
months, the possibility of our
own water source and buying
water more cheaply."
Asked to elaborate on
Gambier's other water supply op-

tions, Emmert discussed the
possibility of utilizing well water.

"I've been told the College
had two wells, and I'm not sure
that this is exactly right the College still has one functioning
well, and they use the water from
that to water the football fields
and things like that," said
Emmert. "One thing we need to
do is test the water from that well
and see what quality it is, and
this is crucial, because if it's
high quality and all we have to
do is add chlorine to it, then

we've got some great water
sources.
"I don't know of the possibility of activating the other
College well, and of course we
could drill our own well in the
Village," continued Emmert. "If,
however, the water is of low quality, I doubt that we can afford to
build a filtration plant, although
we would explore that. So our
hope is that the water is of high
quality and that we will be able,
in cooperation with the College
and maybe our own well, to obtain a local source of water, which
may provide all of our water, or
at least a good part of it. This

will also give us negotiating

le-

verage with Mount Vernon.
Right now, we have no choice
but to pay what they ask."
The issues of lighting and
traffic safety, raised by Village
residents at the mayoral candidate town meeting sponsored by
the Collegian on Sunday, are also
Alpriorities for the mayor-elec- t.
though he has yet to explore them
fully, he expressed a desire to
address them.
"I think we need to do something," said Emmert. "I think
when people come up the hill
from 229, you're supposed to
be going slowly. Not everybody
is you come upon these crossStudents
walks very quickly.
are in the middle of the road, and
it's a very risky thing.
"At the very least we need a
sign there, and it would even be
helpful ... to look into the possibility of some kind of blinking
light there."
Emmert also hopes to take
an active role in the master plan-nin- g
process, intending to
explore such joint College-Villag- e
issues as lighting, parking
student housing.
and
"Lighting is one of the issues that I hope we can talk to
Mr. Gund and his representatives when they're here, and it's
something that I'vejust begun to
off-camp- us

learn about," said Emmert.
"There are tensions here. Some
people in the Village don't want
Gambier to be all lit up with
bright lights. Some students,
especially students who come here
from urban areas, are used to having better lighting. So we have

some conflicting principles here.
"Obviously, safety is very
important," continued Emmert.
"I suppose an ideal solution
would be one that would improve
the lighting, increase safety and
didn't have bright lights all over
the town. Can you do that? I
don't know. We'll have to explore it. But we'll have to address
it quite quickly, because it's going to be an issue in the Master
Plan, and we'll have to deal with
it."
Emmert has been a resident
of Gambier for the past 25 years,
after being offered a teaching
position in the political science

.

department.

Kevin Guvkcs

Prior to arriving in Gambier,

Emmert was

a

professor at

Bowdoin College in Brunswick,
Maine, where he wrote a book
about Winston Churchill.
He has also spent time as an
assistant to Robert Goldman in
Gerald Ford's White House administration, and as a part-tim- e

campaign worker for Illinois
Senator Charles Perry.
Although he once considered
the fields of business and poli-

tics before being offered a
position at Kenyon, Emmert is
content with his role as professor and his newly acquired
mayor's post in the village.

"It's really nice to work on
this level,- you know the people
and you can understand the issues," said Emmert. "You don't
have to worry about partisan politics, you can just try to do the
best job you can working with
decent people who also want to
do a good job."
-

Kirk Emmert speaks at Sunday's mayoral town meeting in Gambier as
John Ryerson listens. About 50 residents attended the event.

Residents hear candidates
Gambier mayoral candidates
Kirk Emmert and John Ryerson displayed frienship and a knowledge of
local Issues on Sunday evening, as tliey
went before about 50 Village residents
at a Gambier mayoral town meeting,
sponosred by the Collegian.
Emmert and Ryerson each expressed their goals for the position.
"The job of mayor as I undersold it is twofold," said Emmeit, "to
oversee the administration of the Village and to lead the Village Council."
Important goals for Emmert included
"maintaining and enhancing the loyal,
historical, infonnal and personal character of the Village of Gambier and
working cooperatively with the College on m;uiy issues . . .when tlie needs
of the Village differ from what the
College desires, it is the job of the
Mavor to articulate and defend the in

terests of tlie Village."
Ryerson said. "I'd like to assure
long-terfinancial stability of tlie
the
Village, especially with the water
supply system." He also addressed
the architectural Master Plan as a
concern. "The future of tlie
College is intimately linked to the
future of the residents here." he .said,
"so we want to pay attention to what
m

pri-nui-

ry

tlie College wants to do regarding
the Master Plan. One of tlie tilings
I'd do as Mayor would be to have
meetings for lis to have input with
Mr. Gund and his architectural stall."
Ryerson also wanted to encourage

Kenyon faculty and staff to become
more involved in community development because, as he said, "we've
got a lot of smart people around
here."
Amy Bergen
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Habitat makes habit of helping build houses
member Megan Chambers '05. "You
learn skills with Habitat that would
be useful if you had a house in the future."
The mission of Habitat for Humanity, an international organization,
is simple: to provide the expertise and
the volunteers required to build houses
for disadvantaged families.
"We' re a service organization that
supports the greater cause of need for

NUGENT

BY CHARLOTTE

Staff Writer

Kenyon College

Habitat for Humanity
Coordinators:
Sam Shopinski '06,
Megan Chambers '05
and Andy Koch '05

Contact:
shopinskiskenyon.edu,
chambersmkenyon.edu
kochakenyon.edu
Number of members:

housing," says member

around 20
Meeting times:
Saturdays, 9 a.m. - noon
Kenyon's chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is probably the only service
group where you might find yourself
learning everything there is to know
about building and repairing houses.
"I learned how to take apart and
put together a sink this weekend," says

Sam

Shopinski '06.
A common misconception, says
Shopinski, is that houses are built for
families free of charge. In fact, each
family pays for the land and all materials through interest-fre- e
loans over
approximately 20 years. Additionally,
each family must contribute 1 00 hours
of work on other families' homes being built by Habitat
The group spends three hours
each Saturday morning working on a
g
site in Knox County.
"There's a group of four or five
house-buildin-

older gentlemen who are retired carpenters or construction workers, who
come every week and know the specifics of what needs to be done," says
member Andy Koch '05. "Kenyon
students provide the labor."
But, according to Habitat members, "providing the labor" is far from
a chore. The experienced older members of Knox County's Habitat chapter teach skills to Kenyon student volunteers and encourage them to try
things they've never done before.

"We paint, roof, side, everything," says Chambers. "I like working with people; it's a teamwork
thing."
"It's nice to get out on a Saturday
morning and be outside rather than
studying." adds Koch. 'It's good stress
relief."
In addition to working with
friends and learning about the building of a house, Kenyon Habitat members have ample time to get to know
Knox County residents.

"We work with people from

Mount Vernon; it's not just

a

Kenyon thing," says Chambers.
"It's a Mount Vernon community,
Knox County thing."
The group's older volunteers are .
a rich source of information about
Knox County. "The best thing about
being a Habitat member are the relationships with the community and
learning about the history and culture
of Knox County," says Shopinski.
Not only are the members of

Kenyon's Habitat for Humanity
chapter learning new skills and supporting the local community, but
they're doing it faster than ever before.

"Habitat used to build only a
house a year," says Shopinski. "But
we've started to build more like two
houses a year."
One of the main reasons for this
increased production is the Habitat
Profor Humanity
gram, started in 2002, which brings
Pre-Orientati- on

freshmen to campus about a week
before school begins in August in
order to help work on a house.
"Last year, when the program
was started, we had only one building site and could only take 12
freshmen, but this year we had two
sites and took 24 freshmen," says
Chambers. 'There are a lot more
regulars now."
"It's a snowball effect," says
Koch. "Last year, we sometimes
had trouble finding volunteers, and
this year, we've had some days
where there' ve been too many volunteers."
"Everyone who comes out to
work with Habitat is always excited
about it," says Shopinski. "It creates
a community of people who enjoy
building for service. I've never seen
anyone who didn't like it."
"You go, you start with nothing, and you have a house at the
end," says Chambers. "That's really
gratifying."

Czech feminist lectures on gender issues
Czech Republic, the words

BY ARIEL LUDWIG

Staff Writer
Jana Valdrova, a speaker from the
Czech Republic, came to Kenyon last
Thursday and lectured on the topic of
gendered language in the Czech Republic and German education systems.
Valdrova opened her discussion
by saying that gender did not even become a word in the Czech language
until lOyears ago. She said that, in the

"femi-

nism" and "feminist" carry negative
connotations and are lacking in formal discourse to support them.
One of the primary differences
between the Czech language and English is that every Czech noun is given
a gender through a suffix. Masculine
nouns are the most prevalent
Valdrova referred to this phenomenon as grammatical sexism and said
this means that women grow up and

form identities within the construct of
linguistic inequality. After pointing out
the root of this inequality, she said that
this bias affects other aspects of life
including education, media and even
architecture.
Valdrova then held up children's
books that discussed everything from
the daily life of Jane to fairy tales with
illustrations of what she said were obscene gender stereotypes.
In addition to this, she mentioned
roles given to men and women in the
media and theatre that she said, try to

illustrate how males and females
should look, act and interact
Next Valdrova posted the floor
plans of communist housing blocks,

the mayor of Gambier.
What do you do next?

You're

"I create an ordinance so the Amish
horses can't go to the bathroom right
in front of Lewis."

Lauren Hauser '07

'Build another dorm for the college."

James Rosenblum '04

-

j
"
I"

rV

v

,

saying that the physical space given
women was equivalent to the verbal
space given them. In these apartments
the kitchens where women primarily worked are notably smaller than
the rest of the rooms in the house, including the husbands workroom.
While her speech began with the
role of gender under the communist
regime and its heavy emphasis on procreation, Valdrova moved on to modem problems of gender. She said she
hopes for linguistic reform to change
the way children conceptualize and integrate reality. She ended her lecture.
with questions and a brief lesson in
Czech, so that we could grasp the basics of gendered suffixes.
After her talk, I asked her if
would
be willing to answer a
she

few questions:
"Where's Gambier?"

Megan Chambers '05
and Michelle Oliver '05

.

TKC: Where were you bom?
J.V: I was bom in the Czech Republic, in a town called Moravslea
Trebova. It is on the Moravian side.

TKC: When did you realize that you
1

"Heavens!
Andy B--

I
Z

don't Icnow."
Williams '04

BY ELIZABETH

MOORE

were drawn to feminism and feminist
discourse?
J.V: A few years after 1989. 1 really
enjoyed being free after the decline of
Communism, and it was that freedom
that allowed me to become interested
in feminism.
My current work was sparked by
one of my colleague's articles; she re

ally injured my feeling of freedom. She
wrote an article about the Czech language in which she claimed that there
was no sexism because there were
three tenses masculine, feminine,
and she claimed
and
that because there were these three
possible tenses, the languages could
not possibly be gender biased This,
of course, was not true and denied
many of the intrinsic problems of this
linguistic inequality. I felt that this article was deforming of truth in the
same way that the media had deformed
reality under communism.
non-gender-

ed

"

.

:

i

i

-

TKC: Tell me a little bit about your
family when you were growing up,
and about your family now.

Jana Valdrova
J.V: I grew up in a very traditional family, and I had a similar family structure under communism. During the
time of communism, I was a housewife and a mother and nothing more.
After the fall of communism, there was
the energy and the possibility to speak
and to make changes. Of course, now
money is the pattern for society, so
women do not have to stay inside of
the home. I also have two sons.

TKC: How did you raise them?
J.V: Well, the older one is 23 now. We
were recently guests on a Czech television program. This particular show
had the topic: "I am a feminist and the
son of a feminist" There is one station that is sort of an educational channel in the Czech Republic, and it was
there that this program was featured.
When it was my son's turn to speak,
he said, "My mom wants freedom and
tolerance, and she gave this to me."
I also have a
son, and
I know
is
but
conservative,
more
he
that when he searches for a girlfriend,,
he will be able to make the choice between someone like his grandmother
and someone like myself.
I am something of an exception in the Czech Republic, as only
one tenth of women are educated
19-year--

old

post-hig- h

school. Of course, the

Brian Cannon

35,

so it
genera rate in Europe is
may not be as high as in the United
States, but still this statistic is very
low. Czech girls know that they are
needed for household duties and that
they have this responsibility to do
homemaking chores.
Research in sociology found
that women choose occupations
within the constructs of traditional
gender roles. For instance, the word
"career woman" has really bad connotations in the Czech language.
Everything reinforces this image.
Media from films to cereal
boxes portrays powerful women
as stressed and unlucky.

TKC: Are you politically active?
J.V: We have two television stations
in the Czech Republic. One is for
educated people and features cultural programs; it is educational and
really important. The Parliament
wanted to privatize it, which would
have been bad because that would
have restricted and controlled the
types of information conveyed. I
opposed the privatization and was
nominated as a candidate for the
council of television. Unfortunately,
this committee was too small to take
another member, but we were able
to stop the takeover of this station.
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Jake Laufer strums musical chords at Middle Ground
Youthful musician and songwriter will rock and roll all night, tour Ohio and Pennsylvania every day
BY TED HORNICK

What: Jake Laufer

Jake Laufer is a young
American musician who has
been compared to everyone
from They Might Be Giants to
The Clash. Regardless of what
you may find in the man's music, there is a talent in him that
can't be ignored and shouldn't

When: Saturday,

Where: Middle
Ground
mility he brings to his art. He
combines the experience of
Bob Dylan with the enthusiasm
of Jad Fair in order to present
songs that illustrate how much
he loves music. In addition to
singing and playing guitar, he
also plays an Arabic drum
called a dumbek. He insists he
does not know how to play the
instrument, and that it's "for
the neighbors to decide" if he
sounds any good.
Laufer is also the leading
force behind the band Sherpa
Underground. They are a quartet that combines the sounds of
punk, rockabilly and pop,
"sometimes within the same
tune."

Laufer's visit to Kenyon

just one stop on

a

four-da-

y

tour taking him across Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
This
"quick jaunt," he says, "feels
just right because my
hockey team misses me if I
stay away too long, even if
they'd never admit it."

captivating

songwriter with a sweet voice
reminiscent of a kid with his
first guitar. His lyrics are full
of intriguing stories and feelings, with such influences as
The Who and Black Sabbath.
He also has a grasp of the best
ways to balance his lyrics
with his instrumentation, in
order to make his songs send
the strongest messages possible. Consider "Walkabout,"
in which Laufer's lyrics ex- -

www.jakelaufer.com

Guitarist Jake Laufer performs this Saturday night.

plore his search for something
that he can't explain. After list
ing nearly every possible description for what he could be
looking for, a burst of guitar
and saxophone kicks in and
takes over, showing the importance of his search is really too
strong for words.
Laufer is also able to convey a sense of humor in his mu- sic. In "Paste-EatinJohnny
g

vs. Mrs. Edison"
which, by
title, recalls a Moxy Fruvous
piece (and there are moments
when Laufer's work certainly
sounds a bit like that quirky
group) we find the funny and

poignant story of

a

grade

schooler's crush on a cool kid's
mother.
The vigor Laufer puts into
singing that he's "wicked awe- some" is an example of the hu- -

Starting in Washington,
D.C., the group has been
steadily working to become
one of the best acoustic
riences in the

over the place." His strongest incentive when making music is to
"just try not to be boring, to give
a little incentive for paying attention." His favorite crowds are the
diverse ones that "are really nice
and appreciate those who try to
entertain them." This Saturday,
come out, watch and try to be

4 j --j --ys
--

T
tola Ametita's 01 Student four Operator
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Sell Trips,
Coll

hip-hop-

Ever since Reasonable
Doubt, it's been clear that Jay-is a businessman supreme,
100 focused on stacking that
green. In true businessman fashion, The Black Album is slated
Z

to drop on November 28, the day
after Thanksgiving and the biggest shopping day of the season.
Even when he's bowing out, Jay
always has his mind on business.
On "December 4," over a
typically triumphant beat by Just
Blaze featuring vocal snippets
from his mother, Jay-tells his
life story. From the man who
brought us party hits such as
"H.O.V.A." and "Hard Knock
Z

Life," this sobering, divorce-lade- n
track is something of a
surprising way to start your personal retirement letter. However, Jay has always been" one
of the best simply because he

On "Encore," featuring the
jazzy beats that have become the
trademark style of rapper Kanye
West, Jay runs through why he's
the illest out there and why fans
should demand an encore from

him. "As fate would have it,
Jay's status appears to be at an
high Perfect time to say
goodbye When I come back like
It ain't
Jordan, wearin' the 4-- 5
to play games with you, it's to
aim at you, probably maim you
If I owe you, I'm blowin you to
smithereens." He declares he is,
in fact, leaving, yet of course
he will be leaving the door open
for a future comeback. He then
proceeds to remind everyone, "I
came, I saw, I conquered From
all-ti-

me

record sales to sold out concerts."
Jay spends the first half of
the album basically saying
goodbye, reminding everyone
that he's nice. However, Jay
spends so much time reminding
you that he's headin' out on top,
you begin to forget just why he's
been on top for so long. It's not
until "Threat," produced by 9th
Wonder, that you get one of his
bangers that
you've come to expect. Jay lyrically assassinates his competition and warns them that, just
cause he's hanging up the mic,
he'll still be around, so you best
be careful when talking about
'
Jay.
typical

head-bobbi-

n'

hip-hop-

drums of rock producer Rick
Rubin. This song features beats
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Game Systems, Games, VHS,
DVD's and Music CD's!
Bring your Game Systems,
Games, VHS Movies, DVD
Movies, and Music CD's into
GameScape1 and use them
toward the purchase of the
latest New or Used Games,
Game Systems, VHS Movies,
DVD Movies, and Music CD's!
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To the end, Jay is a businessman. He understands that the.
people who are shelling out their
d
dollars for his retirement party want to hear from him,
so he does the rare thing in rap
these days by not having any guest
apperances. On The Black Album,
you get all Jay-- Z all the time, and
that's it. He's to be commended
for that. If The Black Album is recurtain call, then it's
ally Jay-Z- 's
a fitting capstone to one of the
most amazing careers in hip-hoBut I've got a feeling he'll be
back.
p.

provided by Just Blaze,
Neptunes, Timbaland and Kanye

5.

for fro up dlstotmti

Book

most adventurous beat over
which Jay has ever rhymed.

counts all the drama that he has
seen in his years of rapping. It is
interesting to see the poster boy
bling-blin- g
's
for
era admitting that he'd prefer to display his true lyrical craft, such
as that found on Reasonable
Doubt, but that's not gonna sell.
"99 Problems" may feature
the most ridiculous beat on the
album, the blasting guitars and
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party cat.

Cash,

ACT NOW!

West among others, that's saying something. It certainly is the

v,

bottle-poppin-

bling-blin-

For the last year or so, Jay-- Z
has promised that his new The
Black Album will be his last before he heads into retirement
presumably to concentrate on his
ultra profitable business ventures
and to kick it with Beyonce. However, it's not out of the realm of
possibility that he will be back in
the future. Jay-- is the same cat
who told us in '96 that he was
going to drop his debut album and
fade to the back. The Black Album is an interesting parting shot
's
from one of
leading
lyrical lights.

fam

expe- -
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spective and personal beneath
g
g
the
glam of a

Music Critic

"Moment of Clarity" features a bumping beat from
Eminem who's rapidly becoming one of the best producers in
the game over which Jay re-
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be missed.
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Laufer is a talented man with
a sound that he describes as "all
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Beyond Borders a new low for hapless Jolie
BY JESSIE KATZ

Movie Critic
The latest Angelina Jolie

ve-

hicle, Beyond Borders, makes a
farce out of the circumstances in
Third World countries with a high
that aspires to epic
but achieves little more than meloself-importan-

ce

drama.

Jolie plays Sarah Jordan, a
young woman whose upper-clas- s
complacency is called into question
hy an upsetting encounter with
relief worker Nick Callahan,
played by Clive Owen. With a malren-esa-

de

nourished Ethiopian boy by his side,

Callahan crashes a benefit ball in
the hopes of eliciting enough sympathy to save his rescue camp from

financial closure. His rather
thoughtless manipulation of the boy
nevertheless gamers the right reaction from Sarah, who takes less than
24 hours to decide that she must
leave her husband to join the effort
Africa.
Of course, the conclusion is obvious: Sarah ventures to the ends of
civilization as much out of her gravitation towards Nick as out of any
in

humanitarian compassion. Although she has already married a

A

decidedly handsome Englishman
(Linus Roche) even Sarah's sister
mentions how very English he is
we are supposed to prefer his more
American gallivanting
arrogance. When she shows
up at his camp, Nick greets her with
the seething contempt one might expect from a man whose life's work
is thwarted daily by the greed of his
peers. Nick's fondness grows as he
senses he has taken her genuine resolve for granted.
It is fine that writer Caspian
Tredwell-Owe- n
sets up the inevitable romance this way. At this
point, the love story almost feels
natural. Unfortunately, the intrinsic interest of the audience at this
point is not whether hey will fall in
love, but how. The film gets this
buck-the-syste-

m

One can hope that Beyond Bor
ders will at least make a strong
enough case for Jolie to return to
films whose stories match her fierce
and lately untested ability. The

emotions that director Martin

Campbell also loses control of
what it means for a woman of Sarah's
background to willingly place herself
among the disease and starvation of
impoverished nations. Though the film

Campbell draws from his actors are
as manufactured as the computer-generate- d
emaciation of Sarah's first

wants to play the race card at convenient times, that particular theme, if
neglected, can often bite the hand that

point completely backwards, revealdesires
ing supposedly long-hel- d
with little previous intimation aside
from the fact that beautiful actors
are bound to get together
at least once. Though the film ends
several years, several countries and
several children later, at this early
point in the romance, the chance for
on-scre-

en

Borders to become an epic love
story falls completely and irrevocably flat.

Kevin Guckes

Anneliese Van Arsdale '05, Colin Mannex '06 and Patrick Shaw '07 star in Mark MedofF s drama When You
Comin'Back, Red Ryder?, directed by Molly Mandel '04. Saturday and Sunday, 8 p.m. at the Horn Gallery.

regarded as one of the benchmarks
in science fiction writing, and the
original Solaris was created by the
legendary Russian director Andrei
Tarkovsky. Soderbergh's Solaris
invites discussion about its intricate plot and concept of the human mind.

Simple Plan (1998)

Before 1998, Sam Raimi
was known as the director with
f

a

the plot, there is little humor involved
in the actions of his characters here.

Raimi brilliantly portrays just how
far some people will go to keep a
secret, and his actors cany out their
duties with a tone of chilling realism.
.

feeds it Campbell draws attention to
the superficiality and racial superiority that can shadow such acts of charity, but simultaneously fills his landscape with clear racial definitions.
These are not just between the relief
workers and the relieved, but among
the workers themselves, of whom the
most competent are all white.

Fresh take on a colorful classic

Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

gruesomely dark sense of humor who had written and directed the Evil Dead trilogy.
However, with A Simple Plan, he
left the world of cult cinema and
cheesy horror for a script far
more terrifying. Raimi takes the
macabre elements of his previous films and places them in this
tale with graceful subtlety. The
terror creeps over both the characters in the film and the audience, but not because of mediocre gore or violence.
Hank Mitchell (Bill Paxton),
his brother Jacob (Billy Bob
Thornton) and his friend Lou
(Brent Briscoe) come across a
crashed plane in the middle of the
forest. After investigating further, they discover $4 million
inside. Hank is eager to tell his
wife, Sarah (Bridget Fonda),
about the find, but the three men
decide to keep the secret from everyone else. While Hank investigates the money to see if it has
been reported missing, Lou begins to demand his share. Soon,
the three men find that they will
do or say anything to keep this
treasure a secret.
A Simple Plan may find Raimi
at his most disturbing. While the
films in the Evil Dead trilogy used
gore as a hilarious accentuation of

rescued baby.

Chris Kelvin (George
Clooney) is a troubled psy-

-

Quien es muy macho? Confidence's Edward Burns...
Confidence (2003)
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Much like yesterday's Jackie
Brown, James Foley's Confidence
finds its lead character stuck between the proverbial rock and a
hard place. Having ripped off the

crime

boss

King

(Dustin

Hoffman), professional con artist
Jake Vic (Edward Burns) finds
himself at King's mercy. Jake begins his plans for recompense by
assembling his crew for a risky upcoming heist. The crew consisting of Donal Logue, Paul Giamatti
and Luis Guzman is accompanied by a sultry vixen (Rachel
Weisz), who serves as an identity
thief. Soon the cops, led by the

imdb.com

at the top of his game. Back in the
film-no- ir
genre, he directs his finest film since 1992's Glengarry
Glen Ross. Cinematographer Juan
Ruiz Anchia, who also worked on
Glengarry Glen Ross, shows his
craftsmanship and slick style in
d
film. The original
this
screenplay, penned by Doug Jung,
manages to be both quick and direct while elusive at the same time,
allowing for misdirection at every
turn. Each character has his wits
about him, and this results in a few
sleights of hand on all sides. A
masterful execution of a con game
on film, Confidence is a fine crime
drama, twisted around again and
again.

wealthy banker (Robert
Forster), but with his quick

Steven Soderbergh (Traffic)
rethinks, adapts and largely shortens the epic Russian film of the
same title to create his own version of Solaris. Based on the
Stanislaw Lem novel, Solaris is

Confidence finds Foley back

ried. Puzzled,

shocked

and

Tarkovsky 's work still has the allure
and mystery to draw in viewers for
the full two hours and beyond.
Brian Schiller

i

J

Solaris (2002)
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

I

crewmen, the spastic Snow (Jeremy Davies) and the terrified Gordon (Viola Davis). After waking
up one morning, Kelvin discovers
what has driven this crew mad as
he finds his wife lying next to him,
as alive as the day they were mar-

would be inhuman.
Dripping with psychological overtones, the film leaves
the viewers to come to their
own conclusions. Is the return
of Rheya a gift to Kelvin? Is
Gordon justified in her paranoia?
The entities that return are no
more than a synthesis of memories collected from the beholder's
subconscious while asleep, and the
mystical nature of the nearby
planet is not fully explainable.
Soderbergh does well not to compromise Lem's original ideas, and
this cleaner, leaner version of

fast-pace-

sleazy Gunther Butan (Andy
Garcia) are hot on Jake's trail.
King sets the team loose on a

gestures and slippery tongue,
no one can be really sure whom
Jake is trying to con.

chologist who is dealing with
the recent suicide of his wife,
Rheya (Natascha McElhone).
A colleague who was working
in space has recently met a bitter end, and Kelvin is sent into
space to investigate. When he
reaches the station, he finds two

thrilled, Kelvin is left with a
moral dilemma. He knows
that this woman is not really
his wife, but she seems so real
that he believes killing her

.lil:S:
..of Solaris' George Clooney?

A

L

imdb.com
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The battle for j ournalistic ethic
Glass, Blair indicate startling trend: trading truth for fame

Gambier could teach Dems

journalists love to hate, was responsible for fabricating 27 of

BY ROBERT ARKELL

Staff Columnist
-

On Tuesday, the citizens of Gambier, Mount Vernon and other
local communities had the opportunity to vote on a whole host of
matters. They voted for mayors of their towns, trustees of their townships and members of their town councils. It was democracy at
work: citizens exercising their right to determine to whom they
would entrust the task of governance for a certain period of time.
If one had any time to listen to the candidates, attend the debate sponsored by the Collegian between two of Gambier's mayoral candidates or to read any of their campaign literature or the
Collegian coverage of the election, he would have received quite
an education on the various problems facing the Knox County area.
Some candidates
such as James Samuell, who ran for College Township Board of Trustees focused on issues such as timely
replacement of equipment for the fire department and the preservation of green space. Douglas McLarnan, who eventually defeated
Samuell, talked about creating a financial base for the fire department. Ideas for the township, more than popularity or politics, were
the chief concern of the candidates.
In the town meeting, Kirk Emmert, the eventual winner of the
election and a professor of political science at Kenyon, discussed the
needs of the town with his opponent John Ryerson. Ryerson and Emmert
more resembled two concerned citizens talking about how to solve
their community's problems then opponents in a political race. Emmert
told the audience, 'Thank God that there's somewhere in this country
where we can address these questions on their merits."
You'd think that we could see something approaching this level
discussion in the Democratic Party's primaries to deterhigh
of
mine who will be its next presidential candidate. After all, the participants share similar basic political views, and they presumably
all want to see their party win, as well as see the country become a
better place.
Instead, however, the election has become bogged down in the
most banal issues. Each week, it's something else blocking out the
debate over substantive issues that really matter. This week, the
candidates chose to focus on Howard Dean's slip of the tongue
when he stated that he wanted to become the candidate for whom
guys in pickup trucks and waved Confederate flags can vote.
debate in
The Democrats make you long for the public-spirite- d
Gambier.
The local candidates this past week weren't afraid to be honest, to
shake their head and say, "I don't know." The Democratic candidates
haven't mastered that art yet, either.
They could learn a thing or two from the local races.

Ollice: Chase l ower at Ihe top ol Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:archives.kenyon.educollegian
Facsimile: (740)
9
Telephone number (740)
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian staff. All
members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The
Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no
later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial
board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenvon College.
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On Halloween, a movie
based on one of America's most
despised journalists opened in

theaters nationwide. Shattered
Glass chronicles the rise and fall
of journalist Stephen Glass,
whose freewheeling distortion of
the truth is second only to Jayson
Blair's fraudulence with The New
York Times. I haven't seen the
movie, and I don't care to either.
I hear that it portrays Glass's
actions as despicable, which is
reassuring. But there is something strange about paying money
to watch a movie on how someone desecrated the few remaining
shreds of dignity in American
journalism. Why should that be
seen as entertaining? Sure, I can
make the same argument about
gangster movies, bad romance
novels, graphic war films and
slasher flicks. I mean, why
do I need all of this crap barging
into my life? The obvious response would be that all of these
things appeal to different kinds
of people. They might appeal to
B-gra-

de

varying dimensions of bad taste,
but so what? People like to take a
peek into the dark, forbidden
realms of the human psyche every once in a while, and trashy
entertainment is a means to satisfy that curiosity.
I think there are some times
when people should step back,
think for a moment and draw the
line between what should be regarded as cheap entertainment
and what should be condemned
as a irreprehensible crime. Using
journalism for the purpose of promoting bias and manipulating
someone's interpretation of the
truth sickens me to the core. Sure,
reporters constantly make mistakes in their articles due to
pressing deadlines, lack of infor-

mation and misquotations of
sources, but they're quick to point
out and correct these mistakes
whenever they are found. I'm
talking about the deliberate and
vicious intent to twist information for the sake of one's own
self-intere-

st.

This is exactly what

Blair and Glass did when they
made up the content in their articles. They lied to millions so
they could win respect and get
promotions, and trashed the reputation of modern journalism in
the process.
Stephen Glass, the man most

the stories he wrote for the New
Republic. When he was caught
in 1998, Glass was a
rising star with the New Republic, and he also wrote front-pag- e
pieces for Rolling Stone, George
and Harper's. After he was exposed, Glass' reputation changed
overnight from being a promising young writer to the most
notorious media fraud in modern
history. That's pretty hard to live
down. In fact, I think it should be
impossible to live down.
In a recent interview with
Salon, Glass said he was taking
therapy and trying to make peace
with himself. Never mind that he
published a book called The
Fabulist, which mirrors his own
career of fraud. Never mind that
he was welcomed back into jour25-year--

old

he recently
published an article in Rolling
Stone. The real punishments that
Glass has to endure are the personal demons that he wrought on
himself and the relationships he
destroyed with those who trusted

nalism when

him. You would think that a lifelong prison sentence would be
better for a journalist than the
complete destruction of his credibility. Not so for Glass. I find it
very hard to believe Glass feels
any real remorse for his actions
when he tries to make a living by
publishing books on the matter.
Jayson Blair seems to be following in Glass' footsteps. A
publishing house called the New
Millennium Press intends to rebook on
lease Blair's tell-a- ll
March 9. The book is entitled
Burning Down My Master's
House: My Life at The New York
Times. The advance for Blair's
book is rumored to be well into
six figures. When he was asked
by CNN reporters about why he
was publishing the book Blair
responded by saying, "So many

people get themselves into
trouble and they take their shame
and they run and hide. ..And
when they hide we're robbed of
the opportunity to learn from this.
I feel a lot of shame. But I think
it would be a disservice to not
give people the opportunity to
learn from this." Statements like

this make me want to Ipse my
dinner. B lair takes something that
should be seen as morally shameful and tries to finagle a couple
hundred thousand dollars by telling people about his supposed
shame. I can think of few human
beings who have gone to lower
moral depths than this.
However, what disgusts me
the most is how the crimes committed by Blair and Glass usually
go unpunished, or even unnoticed. While I was participating
in Georgetown' s Institute for Political Journalism this summer, I
had the chance to ask a USA
Today reporter about Jayson
Blair. The reporter just shrugged
when asked about the potential
consequences that Blair's actions
would have on the Times. He
told me that most Americans
would probably forget Jayson
Blair' s name in matter of months.
I think he turned out to be right.
When asked, I would say that a
majority of Americans would be
hard pressed to remember whom
Blair and Glass really were. And
even if they did, most people
wouldn't be surprised if a journalist did use their job to twist
the truth. Most Americans no
longer see journalism as an honorable profession. That' s obvious
journalists have been condemned for getting the facts
wrong ever since journalism was

invented.

It's the nonchalance

toward
the truth that

the distortion of
terrifies me. Blair and Glass are
invisible to most Americans.
They go into journalism, fabricate their stories, rock the
foundations of the industry for a
few brief moments and then fade
into the background. Nobody
seems to give a d . When it
comes to drug dealing and gangland shootings, people seem to
respond with a greater sense of
shock. But when someone desecrates the sacred principles of
trust on a mass scale, everyone
seems to treat it as just another
part of modern life. If there is a
growing sense of toleration towards the presence of evil in
modern America, it is evident to
me in men like Stephen Glass
and Jayson Blair.

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups

Earn $1 ,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our free programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates are filled quickly, so get with the proor visit
gram! It works, Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
www.campusfundraiser.com
923-323-
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Ladies race to 3rd place at NCAC Championship
Cross Country places five
BY ANNE POMEROY

Staff Reporter

The Ladies Cross Country
team accomplished one of their
goals on Saturday,
season-lon- g
finishing third in the North Coast
Athletic Conference Women's
Cross Country championship at
Wooster with 102 points. Denison
University took first place with 32
points, placing all five of their
scoring runners in the top twenty.
Allegheny College placed second
with 37 points.

runners in the top 30 at conference meet; team is gearing up for regionals

Senior Tenaya Britton was
once again Kenyon's top runner,
placing 13th with a time of 19:55
followed immediately by sophomore Christina McNamara in 14th
place at 19:57. Senior Laura Koss
had an impressive race finishing
20th, stopping the clock at 20:20.
Junior Heather McMillan and
sophomore Amy Wilkins rounded
out the top five Kenyon scoring
runners. McMillan finished 29th
clocking in at 20:36 and Wilkins
placed 30th with a 20:39 finish.
Overall the Ladies had 12 runners

The course was the usual 5,000
meters with the first mile being
relatively flat and the last mile
being almost all uphill. The Ladies
set out with a strategy of being
patient in the first mile and then
attacking the hills for a strong finish.
"I tried not to go out too fast,
which helped when I reached the
hills in the second mile," said
Koss. "That way I had enough left
to pass people in the last two
miles."
Although the team was very
excited about their third place finish they were not surprised. Going into the race they all felt confident in their abilities and were
reassured by Coach Duane
Gomez's beliefs that on a good
day they could place third in a
conference that he considers "very
competitive."
In preparation for the meet,
some of the Ladies sat out the
team's last meet at Ohio Northern
University. The team continued to
taper its mileage during practice
in order to rest up for the conference championship knowing that
they would face teams such as
Denison and Allegheny, two teams
that are ranked in the top 20 in the
nation.
Gomez said that he thought
"overall the team raced well." He
continued, saying "placing third in
a strong field is no small feat." Although Gomez was pleased with
the Ladies overall racing he was a

competing out of a field of 95, including 9 teams total. The overall

individual

winner was Julie

Hufnagel from Denison University with a time of 18:55.
Going into the race on Saturday the team felt confident that
they could continue the top three
tradition that the Kenyon Ladies
have accomplished over the past
20 of 2 1 years at the NCAC championships. The Ladies set out on
Saturday familiar with much of
their competition and aware of
how difficult the course would be.
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Kevin Guckes

The Ladies were happy with their third place finish in the highly competetive NCAC.

little concerned with the mental
preparedness of some of them. He
believed some of the Ladies "were
a bit too nervous, which had a
negative effect on some performances." In the next two weeks
Gomez cited nerves as "something
we'll need to work on for
Regionals."
The cross country team is now
looking ahead to regional competition which will be held November,
15 in Hanover, Indiana. The team
will take its top seven runners from
Conference championships to the
meet in hopes of being successful.
The course will be longer than usual
at 6,000 meters. There will be 30
teams competing, some of which are
among the top teams in the country.
The Ladies will be facing some of
the same teams they faced at conference championships as well as
some teams they've seen earlier in
the season. Koss believes that"there
are certain teams that we are looking forward to racing against, such
as Baldwin Wallace. It should be an
interesting race!"
,

33rdAnna Bloom

(20:47)
Kathleen Moore ( 21:0t)
Lauren Rand (21:11)
Liz Torgersen (2 :52)
Jocelyn Anthony (22:05)
Julia Plonowski (22:25)
Erin Hay ward (22:41)

39th
42nd
54th
6 st
70th

1

1

:75th

Lords Soccer ends frustrating season on a high note
BY C.J.

4-13-

season with victory over Hiram

-2

MITTICA

Staff Reporter

The Kenyon Men's Soccer
team certainly had its share of
struggles this past season, but the
team could point to their final
games with pride. The Lords finished
over their last five
games', and that includes a close
loss to Ohio Wesleyan where the
Lords were denied of overtime on
2-2-

-1

questionable goal. Kenyon did
4-- 0
on Wednesday, but their final game against
Hiram was more indicative of
their improved play. The Lords
dominated with a 1 victory in
their final game, ending their season on a triumphant note.
"It was nice win for everyone," said senior
Jeff
Embleton. "We showed that
we've had a solid team all year."
The players could not say the
same about the Wooster game,
which was a mirror image of the
way the Lords
overall,
NCAC) had played in the first
half of the season. Kenyon held
tough in the first half, entering half-tim-e
Yet defensive
only down
breakdowns cost the. Lords in the
second half, as a single Wooster
player was able to score three unassisted goals. The 0 defeat was
a disappointing one for a team that
a

lose to Wooster

3--

co-capt-

(4-13-

1--

ain

2-6-

-2

0.

4--

-1

had looked to finish strong.
Kenyon would get a second
chance in their final game against
Hiram University. Playing before
an energetic crowd on Family
Weekend, the Lords emerged focused and ready, especially with
the majority of seniors starting in
their final collegiate match.
The Lords dominated from
the beginning, jumping on the
scoreboard first only 15 minutes
into the game. Senior midfielder
Jeremy Lavin'e headed home a pass
from freshman Yoni Geffen for the
lead. Senior
early one-goAndrew Sheridan contributed on the second goal, repelling
a Hiram free kick by heading it
back down the field and past the
drawn Terrier defense. Leading
goal scorer Duma Magagula raced
to the ball and sent it in with a sliding left foot past the oncoming
keeper. It was Magagula's team
leading eighth goal of the year.
The Lords were able to put in
a third goal just before halftime to
seal the game, but this time the
Seniors were not involved in the
al

co-capta-

seniors shine in front of Family Weekend crowd

3-- 1;

3--

ensuring that the Lords' roster

season was a disappointment,"
commented Sheridan. "The team
went through a learning phase this
year."
"We should have been better than our record," Embleton
stated.
t
The Lords will lose eight seniors after this year, but the team
still features a young roster with
players that are already experienced. Moreover, the team carried only two juniors this year,

halftime lead.
The seniors were rested to begin the second half, and Hiram responded with a quick goal off a
penalty kick. But coach Des Lawless quickly reinserted them, and
the upperclassman clamped down
to preserve the 1 victory. Despite the positive finish, the team
has expressed dissatisfaction with
their record on the year.
"We didn't live up to our potential, though I don't think our
ing

0

3--

should be set for the next couple
years. The tough schedule that
Kenyon played should make this
group a dangerous, battle-teste- d
unit when they return to the field
next year.
"The core of the team will
still be here," said Sheridan. "A
lot of underclassman contributed
this year, and they will have no
problem stepping up and winning games in the future."
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scoring. Sophomore forward
Ruben Miller collected the ball to
the left of the Hiram goal and
passed it to classmate Mike Dash.
With a sliding tap, Dash was just
able to get the ball past the goalie
and stake Kenyon to a command
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Kenyon finishes

Senior members of the Lords pose before their final home match.

f
Sarah Demarce
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Offense sizzles, Lords fizzle; losing streak hits five
Freshman Coombs' 256 yard performance makes him third rusher in school history with
"

Coming off of their disappointing loss to the Hiram Terriers, the
Kenyon College Football Lords
looked to rebound against the Ohio
Wesleyan Battling Bishops. The
Lords ran their hearts out, outyarded
the Bishops and played a whole lot
better than they did against Hiram.
Unfortunately, their good effort
wasn't rewarded with a win, but instead a 42-2- 8 defeat.
OWU countered Kenyon's superb ground game with one of their
own, using nine different backs to
rack up 340 yards, chunk by chunk,
cut by cut, block by block.
The Lords averaged a massive
7.7 yards per rush attempt and that
led to 330 yards of hard fought
groundwork. Freshman running
back Alby Coombs continues to be
the workhorse that the Lords so
sorely missed last year. The Boston native compiled 256 yards on
the ground and averaged an unbelievable 9.4 yards per carry. He
gave the Lords offense the big
plays they needed at critical junctures throughout the first half.
Coombs' production is a testament to the Kenyon commitment
to run and his good use of his big
offense live, a line that has only
given up one sackln the past three
games. The freshman became the
third back in Lords history to hit
the elusive 1,000 yard mark for the
season. Freshman Josh Flood was
happy to see his roommate and the
offensive line do so well. "I was
really proud of him," said Flood,

season

sucking the air and optimism out of
Yellow Jacket Stadium.
Said Flood, "We had just come

BY JAKE APPLEMAN

Staff Reporter

1, 000-yar- d

out after halftime and were really
pumped. It really hurt us and swung
the momentum...big turning point,"
Eric Indiciani added to the
Bishop bulge with a 1 yard touchdown 4 and half minutes later. The
Bishops put the game out of reach
on a 35 yard pass from quarterback

A Lord leaps high for a pass in a receiver drill as the Lords use their off week to eet ready for ThieL

" I'm especially proud because he's
freshman.. .The line is amazing. We
have three seniors there. They really play well together and it's one
of the biggest lines I've ever seen.
Before the season their goal was
to have a thousand yard rusher. A
lot of credit goes to them. "All the
credit," Coombs chimed in.
Coombs broke the game's first
play from scrimmage for 56 yards,
darting up the left side. He continued his ground success, rushing for
1 9 more big yards on the drive that
culminated in a 1 yard touchdown
pass from junior quarterback Nick
Stalick to freshman offensive lineman Jonathan Robb.
The Lord lead didn't last long
though, as the Battling Bishops
fought back to take the lead back
before the end of the first quarter.
In under four minutes, Nick Rice's
two yard touchdown was followed

by Matt Carduci's 16 yard scamper. Rice punished the Lords all day
long, rushing for 101 yards and
Carduci drove through holes created by OWU's offensive line for
64 yards. Although the Bishops
rushed for an absurd 340 yards,
they amassed those yards on an
unheard of 72 carries.
"It reminded me a lot of a lot
of high school teams," said Flodd
"We were really prepared. They're
really athletic and Saturday was
their day."
Coombs took the first play of
the second quarter all the way for a
score, and the game was
knotted at 14.
After a defensive stop, the
Lords opened up the big play option yet again, burning the Bishops
on a single play. Freshman Carlin
Shoemaker corralled a twenty yard
pass from senior quarterback Brad
75-ya- rd

Kevin Guckes

Noojin and a few broken tackles
later, Shoemaker found himself in
the endzone. The result was 73
yards and Kenyon's first lead of the
game.
However, the Bishops batded
back, tying the game before half-timRice finished the Bishops ensuing four minute and nine second
drive with a one yard plunge that
proved to be the last equalizer of
the game.
The Lords offense came out
moving the ball well to start the
second half. However, a failed
fourth down conversion halted the
Lords first effort of the second half.
Their second effort was stopped
cold, in the most backbreaking way
possible.
Eric King's 82 yard interception return for a touchdown doused
the Lords' offensive flames, ending
the Kenyon big play party and the
e.

Ryan Sir Louis to Justin Blackburn.
Louis only passed for 97 yards, it but
he was OWU's biggest threat on the
ground, totaling 104 yards.
Kenyon got on the board for the
first time since the second quarter on
a three-yar- d
run by freshman Phillip
Waller, ending the scoring on a day
when the story was two different
halfs.
The Lords defense was led by
Casey McConnell's 20 tackles. Fellow linebacker Calvin Hatfield added
13 tackles.
"Casey and Calvin are tremendous athletes that really motivate the
defense when times get tough," said
Flood. "They make sure our heads
are in the game. It's good to know
that they're behind you and have your
back." Shoemaker and safety John
Tisdale led the secondary that shut
down OWU's pass game with 12
tackles each.
The Lords get a week off before hosting Thiel in their season finale.

"It's a chance for a lot of younger
guys to get more reps in practice,"
remarked Flodd. The seniors are
really focused. They get that last
wind and it's their last game, so
we're focused on winning"

Ladies can't overcome penalties in loss to Miami,Ohio
The person most out of breath
at the end of the Kenyon Ladies
Rugby match against the University
of Miami (OH) probably wasn't a
member of either school, but rather
the referee who continually blew his
whisde time and time again during
the Ladies matchwith the visiting
Redhawks. In the end, neither the
parents visiting for Parents Weekend, nor the students heckling the
Redhawks squad, could stop the
Ladies from dropping their match
With the
by a final score of 13-loss, the Ladies' record slipped to
on the season.
In what looked to be a match
between two similarly skilled
teams, the Ladies came out with
high hopes. The Ladies looked to
build upon a fine performance the
previous weekend against the
Yeowomen of Obcrlin College in
which the Ladies netted their first
However,
win of the season 23-early in the game the Ladies
looked apprehensive and slow in
reacting to Miami. "We were really nervous and anxious," said
team captain Alexis Cameron '04,
on playing with so many parents
in attendance.
0.

1--

3-1

0.

From the start, the Ladies were
their own worst enemy. Penalties
plagued the first half and kept either team from getting into any
rhythm at all. "We were getting
called for offsides a lot and coming
in from the side on rucks," said
Cameron.
As the first half started, the
Ladies seemed intent on helping
the Redhawks move the ball down
the field, as they received penalty
after penalty which forced them to
move ten yards back from the ball
for each penalty called. As the
Redhawks moved down the field,
it seemed as if their best offense
was to simply wait for the Ladies
to get called for a penalty and take
the ten yards given to them. A little
over half way into the first half, the
Redhawks scored their first try, as
they gained control of the ball on a
ruck and successfully passed it to
the other side of the field and
fought their way to the endline. The
kick was good and the Ladies were
in a hole.
However, the Ladies failed to
learn from their mistakes and were
called repeatedly for penalties for
the rest of the first half. In addition
to being called for offsides, there
were other penalties that soon became familiar to the Ladies. "The

hooker was also picking up her foot
before the ball was in play on rucks,"
said Cameron.
Once again, the Ladies manufactured a drive down the field for
the Redhawks. Penalty after penalty
finally resulted in another try for the
Redhawks, who also converted their
second kick, making the score at the
half 10-- Unfortunately for the Ladies, the second half brought much
of the same frustration as the first,
as they were continually plagued by
penalties. The Redhawks cemented
their lead with one final try in the
second half to make the score 13-- 0
and hand the Ladies their third loss
of the season. "Basically, they won
because of penalties," remarked
Cameron, who thought that both
teams were relatively even despite
0.

-

--

BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
Opinions Editor

iv.

the final score.

The Ladies were also playing
without sophomore standout Casey
Smith, who was sidelined for the
game with a hip pointer and was
forced to watch from the sidelines,
as well as sophomore Hayes Wong,
who for a time seemed to be hobbled
by a nagging ankle injury.
The Ladies look to' put their
penalties behind them as they host
Ohio State University on Saturday
afternoon in their final home appearance of the fall.

The Ladies fight lor possession

Coun csv ot tvclsev Harden
in Saturday's game iagainst Miami Ohio.
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Ladies leam from the past, look to tlie future this

with Kenyon's lone win
ished
coming against OSU.
Senior Liam Gross was particularly happy with the OSU game,
saying, "We beat OSU pretty badly,
... we played very well in the second half of that game, we did not
allow OSU to score a single point."
Gross also said that, "All the games
were close except for the one against
ONU because by then we were all
tired and didn't really play hard."
Kenyon was also handicapped
by their own generosity. A number
of teams, including Bluffton, Toledo
and Ohio Wesleyan came to the
tournament undermanned, so captains A.J. Franz '04 and Josh
Briggeman '05 went to play for
shorthanded teams. Gross describes
these two as "the best Frisbee handlers on the team".
Despite lacking some of their
leaders, there were still some notable performances from Kenyon on
1--

Executive Sports Edicor

On October 25, Kenyon College Ultimate Frisbee hosted Fred,
.

given name of their annual
home tournament. This was the
fifth annual tournament for the
team. Traditionally played near
Halloween, many players donned
costumes for the day. Kenyon competed in a field of seven teams that
included teams from Ohio Northern, Ohio Wesleyan, Denison,
Bluffton, Toledo, as well as the "b"
squad from Ohio State.
e
Each team played a
round-robin
tournament.
slate in the
Ohio Northern took home the beer-ca- n
superhero trophy for first place,
defeating all comers with a 0
record. Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
both took home second place finishes with 1 records. Kenyon was
among the quartet of teams that fin- (he

four-gam-

4--

3--

3,

'

-

.

.

"

r-

-

the day. According to Gross, "Junior Everett Hayes played well as
usual. He seems to have no problem sacrificing his body, with the

'04 receives a pass from Dan Tamez '06

Kevin Guckes

ANDREW HASS

ar

Another Kenyon College

way he dives. Sophomore Dan
Tamez played solidly; I don't think
Mara
he dropped a pass. First-year

Alperin played really well and was
a big asset to the team with her han-

dlingpassing abilities ...Sophon
more captain Ian
also played very well making good
passes. Sophomore Micha Pino
Kerr-Dalto-

made some good catches and had a
nice defensive play where she blocked
a pass that was almost caught by the
opposing team."
Briggeman complimented the
play ofjunior John Lesjack, who has
ceremonially been named "freshman" captain, as a sign of his dedication to the team. "He has come

from nowhere this year he didn't
play last year to become a very
dependable, deep, and stellar defensive player with a few key blocks
in Toledo's victory over Bluffton."
In the camaraderie-base- d
sport
of Frisbee, winning is important to
many, but not the only important
part of the game. Spirit Awards were
given to Bluffton and Toledo, and
were well deserved according to
Briggeman, who said, "these
teams emphasized fair play, good
sportsmanship, and having fun
Also of note was
over winning
that they came with small teams,
so they deserve extra kudos for
coming and playing hard when
they easily could have stayed at
home."
Gross added, "Sophomore
Kevin Wand should have gotten a
spirit award for playing with a
monkey mask on. It was pretty
funny."
Frisbee is next in action Saturday at
Muskingum.

Staff Reporter
As reported briefly in last week's
Collegian, Ladies Soccer ended their
season last Wednesday with a spectacular win agaiast Oberiin, routing the
4--1.

Even with the knowledge that

no chance of making the
tournament (save the disqualification of another team), the
Kenyon team was able to beat
Oberiin as if their season depended
on it. By the end of the game, a
beaten and bruised Oberiin had replaced their goalie in an unsuccessful attempt to counter the wrath of
several of Kenyon's best players.
While the Oberiin match eventually proved to be a blowout victthey had
NCAC

ory for Kenyon, the first thirty minutes

were close and scoreless.

Kenyon's dominance only began
when forward Guin Granite '05 shot
one past the Oberiin keeper in the
3 1st
minute. After that point, however, it was all Ladies.
Two minutes after Granite's
goal,

forward Kathryn Salter '05
managed to score off of an assist

2--

single-handedl-

y.

goal-scori-

Field Hockey season has come
to a close and the Ladies can't
help but think of what could
have been. Finishing fifth in the
North Coast Athletic Confer
ence, just one spot shy of mak

ing the NCAC

rs

Julia Boyer and Katelyn
n
all received
significant playing time for the
Ladies this year.
With the return of junior
Liz Aragona, who finished second in the NCAC scoring, as
well as juniors Maggie Hill and
Maggie Rosen on offense, the
Ladies look to have potentially
one of the most potent offenses
in the NCAC. Scoring goals
has never seemed to be a problem for a Ladies team that was
shut out only three times this
season, and averaged just fewer
than three goals a game. For a
team who is looking to win the
NCAC championship next year,
the mantra "Defense wins championships," seems appropriate,
especially for a team that lost
seven games by a single goal.
Diemand-Yauma-

post-seaso- n

tournament, the Ladies finished
the season three games behind
fourth seed Denison Big Red.
With an overall record of
the Ladies won one more game
then their 2002 campaign.
That said, the Ladies will
be losing several seniors whose
contributions to the team this
season will be difficult to replace. Senior Tai Chiappa will
be missed on the offensive side
;of the ball. "Her strokes in front
of the goal have always been so
consistently good," says sopho
more Kate Flinner. The pres
ence of seniors Tamar Chalker,
Susie Frazer and Liz Kelly will
also be notably missed when
the Ladies take the field come
next fall. Frazer's solid one-otane defensive ability, along
with Kelly's powerful drives
will be hard to replace next season, as well as the play of
Chalker, who has been one of
7-1-

0,

The biggest

n-

NCAC throughout her career
the Ladies. Sophomore
Lindsay Galvin added that, "the
wide range of ability and tal
Iwith

ent that senior Annie Huntoon
brings both offensively and de
fensively," will be hard to come
by in 2004, as was made appar
ent as Huntoon was voted team
MVP by her peers this past
week.
There is hope though for
this young team. With a roster
first-year-

off-seas-

on

battle

will undoubtedly happen in the
position Chalker will be vacating, as a pair of first-year- s,
Phoebe Stone and Kim Brown,
will vie for the chance to lead
the Ladies defense next year.
Several intangibles, such as
the incoming recruiting class of
2008, leave the predictions for
the 2004 year incomplete at
least for now. Yet even with the
team at hand, the Ladies look to
be a dark horse in the NCAC
next year. What appears to be a
4-- 8
team in the NCAC could just
have easily finished the year 10-had a few balls bounced a different way in several contests for
the Ladies this year. But, for
now, the Ladies will have a long
to figure out how to
one
goal losses into
turn those
one goal victories.

the best goalkeepers in the

that boasts twelve

season as the team's leading scorer
with eight goals. Perhaps more reassuring than Granite's productivity, however, is the
forward Annie
ability of first-yeBrobst, who ended her season with
six goals and two assists. Brobst's
potential, as well as that of other
younger players, means that the
next few years look promising for
the Ladies."
Beyond the statistics, though,
have a lot to look forLadies
the
ward to for next year. Head Coach
Kelly Walters has just come off of
her inaugural season as the team's
leader on the sideline, and she is
just getting started.
"I think we only saw a
Oberiin goal, when the final
whistle blew it was the Ladies who glimpse of what Coach Walters
will do for this program in the fuhad trounced the Yeowomen, winture. She really knows the game,
ning
The win capped off the Ladies'
and definitely has the ability to
take this team to the next level,"
three game winning streak, a streak
Kaser said.
that will surely be important for next
With a great coach, and some
season. "It was great for our team to
young talent, the Ladies' future
win out. 0 provides a great starting
looks bright. Kenyon Ladies' Socpoint for next season," Kaser '06 said.
The '04 season will surely be. cer ended their season with a
record overall, and a
competitive as long as Kenyon has
players like Granite, who ended her record in the conference.

from midfielder Sarah Gaddis '04,
giving Kenyon a 0 lead. After
that, it seemed like Granite finished off the Yeowomen
She scored in the 38th
minute, and then got her third of
the game in the 86th minute, makGranite's hat
ing the score
trick and Salter's goal provided
enough of a cushion for the Ladies to fall back on.
Just as they began to relax,
however, Oberiin capitalized. Forward Sarah Kipp took advantage
of the Ladies in the 88th minute
of the game, killing Kenyon goalkeeper Emilee Kaser's chance at
a shutout. Despite the

rs

Opinions Editor

Ladies Soccer finishes strong

Yeowomen,

on

have
Already, several first-yeashown great ability and promise. First-yeJulia Sivon, who
finished third in the NCAC with
nine goals scored on the season,
had arguably the most successful rookie season, while first-yeaSarah Pfeifer, Liz Lewis,

BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

Kenyon College Ultimate

BY

off-seas-

;

BY JAYHELMER

Liam Gross

1.

F!eld Hockey ends just shy

Ultimate Frisbee hosts 'Fred'
r

1

2,

s,

the Ladies hope to compensate
for lack of experience with an in
fusion of a driven recruiting class.
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s,
including Julia Sivon (left) and Sarah Pfeifer
(right) gained valuable experience this fall.

Several

first-year-
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'Dark horse' teaks the tape; Lords capture NCAC title
Underdog Kenyon captures fourth conference championship in five years; Weinstock earns NCAC honors
Sports Editor

People don't expect much from
the Lords Cross Country Team, and
the team likes it that way. After
graduating standouts Michael Baird,

Matt Cabrera and Ben Hildebrand,
the Lords could never claim to be
"the team to beat" in the NCAC. The
e
coaches poll had them
ranked tliird in the conference behind Allegheny College and the
College of Wooster. Yet, they
strolled onto the course last Saturday at the College of Wooster-th- e
site of this year's NCAC
d
captured the team title,
defendedging out heavily-favore- d
ing champion Allegheny, giving
Kenyon its fourth conference tide
in five years.
"We lost our top three from last
year, and Allegheny only lost one
of their top five," said senior Aaron
Emig. "People expected them to
pre-rac-

Champi-onship-an-

said Emig. "The 25 second spread
is as tight as we've ever been. We knew
all year that's what we would have to
do, and it came together perfectly."
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Senior Sean Strader led the team with a 6th place finish as the Lords ruled the NCAC meet.

The first Lords finisher was
sophomore Sean Strader who placed
sixth overall, completing the 8k course
in 26:54. "The race was really decided
for me between miles 3 and 4, a pretty
tough part of the course," said Strader.
"I made the decision to stick with whoever would make a move."

Following Strader was Emig
whose time of 27:05 earned him a
ninth place finish. "Aaron Emig is
my hero," said Weinstock. "He's
worked so hard to get back in shape
after the surgery this summer. He
deserves a lot of credit. If not for him
stepping up and finishing ninth, we
could not have won."
Seniors Andrew Sisson and
captain Tyler Newman finished 11th
and 12th respectively with times of
27:11 and 27:12.
Weinstock rounded out the
Lords' top five runners by finishing
14th with a time of 27:19. "During
the race at about the
mark,
everybody in the crowd kept yelling that I needed to move up a
couple places and hang on to a Top
15 spot," said Weinstock. "This
Team has worked too hard, and I
3-M-

.1
The NCAC has named Ryan Weinstock Newcomer of the

r

I

.

,-

take the' conference pretty easily,
but there was a definite sense of
confidence knowing that we could
be the 'dark horse' and come out of
nowhere to win."
The Lords won the title without having a runner place in the top
five individually, evidene of the
tteam effort that went into this victory. Instead it took a combined effort of the top five finishers who
captured five of the next nine spots
and all finished within 25 seconds
of each other.
"That's the way a Cross Country race is supposed to be won," said
freshman Ryan Weinstock. "I knew
we could beat Allegheny by putting
five guys in between their four and
five runners."
"It was probably the best executed race I've ever been a part of,"

BY LIAM HAGGERTY

ile

wasn't going to let the guys down.
Quitting wasn't an option."
He was the first freshman from
any team to finish, and was named the
NCAC Newcomer of the Year.

"Weinstock was incredible," said
Emig. "We all knew what he was capable of and he really stepped it up.
That kid has an amazing pain tolerance and certainly deserves the recognition."
Additionally, Head Coach Duane
Gomez was recognized by the conference as well. The NCAC named
him conference Coach of the Year.
"Coach did a great job preparing us
for NCAC's," said Weinstock. "We
peaked at the right time, our varsity
was running strong in practice leading up to Conference."
The Lords came out on top in
d
one of the
NCAC
in
conference hisChampionships
tory. Kenyon totaled 52 points, over
Allegheny's 56, and host Wooster
finished with 58 points.
"As soon as the race was over
we knew we had won," said Emig.
"It was one of the most incredible
things I've ever experienced. We had
closely-conteste-

-

Owen Lauria

to work for this one harder than ever,
and being the 'dark horse' makes
winning so much sweeter. I think
we've proved that we are the hardest
working team in the conference and
that we are a team that others need to
look out for."
Newman was equally proud of
the effort put in by the team as a
whole. "I would not like to accredit
Saturdays win to any one person.
Saturday's win was a team win,
from our first runner to our last It
took the entire team to come tothe
gether this season and
NCAC title," said.
Looking ahead, the top seven
finishers in last weekend's Conference meet will head to Hanover, In.
on Saturday's Nov. 15th for he regional meet. Sophomores Rich
Bartholomew and Kurt Hollender
who placed 28th and 29th respectively (28:39,28:43), will join
Strader, Emig, Sisson, Newman and
Weinstock. Sophomore Robbie
Molden, the eighth Lord to finish,
running a 28:58 and finishing 41st
overall, will also take the trip to
Indiana as the team's lone alternate.
re-clai- m

Ladies Volleyball stumbles through the finish line
BY

D.D. CARD EN
Staff Reporter

only assume the Ladies, as always,
played their best. The match went
24-330-2into four games (23-3);
the Ladies won the
third game, as has become their
fashion. But, the last game is indicative of their seeming curse to
fall apart in the end.
Nobody on the volleyball
team wished to comment on either
of these two games.
On Tuesday, November 4, the
6th ranked Ladies rallied against
the 3rd seated Hiram Terriers for
the NCAC tournament. The difference in standing alone would give
any team a hard time, not to mention the mentality of coming off of
five losses over the past two weeks.
The Ladies lost in four games,
again winning the third game,
which senior captain Sarah Wild
points to as the high point of the
tournament.
"In the third match I think we
really did our best to get the momentum back on our side," said
Wild. "It was obvious that we were
0,

The Ladies in Purple ended
their season in three matches over
the past two weeks, losing all three
nobly. Their season ends at 1 .
On October 29, they lost to
34-3Ursuline in three games (27-3).
The Ladies opened their
season with Ursuline, defeating
them on the upstroke that defined
the beginning of their season. Tired
and perhaps disappointed, on the
heals of the losses they faced in
their recent home invitational tournament, the Ladies let Ursuline
have their own opportunity. But
Kenyon ultimately won out on
Ursuline who finished the season
with an anything but impressive
season.
Last Saturday, Nov. 1 , the Ladies played Shawnee State in Ernst.
Having never played the SSU
Bears, the team had no expectations. However, as this win meant
a 20-- 9 season for the Bears, we can
14-2-

6,

0,

26-30-

8--

22

11-30-

0,

5,

going to fight until the very end of
the season."
Wild also points to ambitious
playing by Lauren Reiter '07, and

last hope defense from Becky
Laugher '07, that helped the team
combat a much larger opponent.
"They really gave some of
the bigger players on the other
team a run for their money," said
Wild.
It has been a rejuvenating
season for the Ladies. Though
they hold a losing record, their
season was not a complete loss.
There were things that needed to
be worked on all season, such as
teamwrok and finishing strong,
and that really were accomplished without winning. Look
forward to a mature team next
year, for the Ladies' decision will
not be forgotten by the Ladies.
"It's always sad when the
season ends," said Wild. "But we
fought hard, and gave it all we
had. And all in all, I'd say our
season was quite a success."
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The Ladies make

a great

stop on defense.

